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INTRODUCTION TO CLASSROOM SPREGO
Mária Csernoch, Piroska Biró

Abstract: Sprego is programming with spreadsheet functions. The present paper provides
introductory Sprego examples which have so far only been available in Hungarian. Spreadsheet
environments offer both a programming tool which best serves beginner and end-user
programmers’ interest, and an approach which lightens the burden of coding and language details.
Sprego programming utilizes these tools and offers a real world problem solving method based on
authentic tables with various contents. The examples selected for the paper show how Sprego
programming can be introduced into programming and/or spreadsheet classes.
Key words: Sprego programming, functional language, concept based problem solving,
computational thinking

1. Introduction
Sprego was officially introduced as a high-mathability [1]–[3], deep metacognitive computer problem
solving approach [4] for teaching spreadsheets, in Hungary in 2014 [5]. Several papers, in both
English and Hungarian, have been published describing the essence of the method, its advantages
compared to the “classical”, “user-friendly” approaches, its effectiveness, and various sample tasks
and their solutions [6]–[11]. However, the most essential, introductory classroom examples and
methods are only available in Hungarian [5]. We have found that there is a pressing need to make this
content available worldwide. Teachers do not feel comfortable with the Hungarian coursebook, and
beyond that, those who do not have access to the book find the papers with the more advanced and
expanded problems quite complicated. Furthermore, we have experienced that some teachers find it
difficult to leave behind the methods which they are familiar with, and apply a completely new
approach without any introductory guidelines.

2. The state of art
2.1. The black-sheep of the digital world
It is interesting that spreadsheet management – end-user computing in general – is not accepted as
something “serious” by computer science. “[End-user computing] seems to be invisible to the central
corporate IT group, to general corporate management, and to information systems (IS) researchers.”
[12]. End-user computing is treated badly, based on misconceptions, as illustrated by the following
citations. “Instead of children bored out of their minds being taught how to use Word and Excel by
bored teachers, …” [13]. “Computer science … is not just a collection of low-level routine knowledge
such as how to format pages in a word processor, or how to make tables in HTML:” [14].
The digital world requires a high number of professional programmers and highly qualified end-users,
but there are not enough of them. It is also likely that at our present rate of development this lack of
competent professionals will increase.

2.2. Introducing Sprego
Sprego is an abbreviation for Spreadsheet Lego [5], [8], [9]. The name originated from the idea that –
similar to Lego –, it applies basic, general purpose building blocks to solve real world spreadsheet
problems based on authentic tables. The name is borrowed from Lego; however, the method is from
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“hard-code” programming. In Sprego, while relying heavily on the functional language of
spreadsheets, we do programming. As has been proved in previously published works [15]–[17], one
of the advantages of teaching introductory programming in functional languages is the simplicity of
the languages and the fact that students are familiar with the concept of function. Consequently, the
focus is not on the details of the language and on the coding, but on the concept and algorithm of the
problems. The advantages of the approach, however, extend further, since it is not only effective in
introductory courses, but also in end-user computing. With Sprego we can teach programming to the
wider public, to those participants of the digital world who do not want to do “hard-code”
programming, even with educational purpose software (EPS) [18, 19].
Sprego serves this purpose unconditionally in an environment with which both students and end-users
are familiar. In addition, spreadsheets have become one of the most widely accepted software tools in
the “real world”, so it is not only educational purpose software which is involved. Consequently,
spreadsheets are also accepted by those end-users who do not feel like programming [20, 21].
Sprego fulfills both of the requirements of the digital world. It considers end-users who are capable of
programming and provides a method which serves as an introductory programming course for future
programmers and as a target language for end-users. The approach also works as a tool for developing
students’ computational thinking, which is a requirement of the digital era in the near future [22].

3. Sprego
3.1. Sprego functions
The basic building blocks of Sprego are the set of Sprego functions [5]. We claim that a dozen general
purpose functions can serve as the basic set for programming. These are the Sprego12 functions. This
number of functions is in accordance with the predicted number of instructions users are able to handle
in programming [23] and the average number of functions used in spreadsheets [24].
Table 1. Sprego12 functions
Sprego12 – Sprego-dozen
Sprego1

Sprego2

SUM()

MATCH()

AVERAGE()

INDEX()

MIN()

ISERROR()

MAX()
LEFT()
RIGHT()
LEN()
SEARCH()
IF()

However, we must emphasize that the set of Sprego functions is an open one, similar to the Lego set,
so additional general purpose functions can be accepted and added, according to the requirements of
the particular problem.
The original Sprego functions set contains the groups Sprego1 and Sprego2, composing Sprego12, a
dozen functions, altogether. Sprego2 requires a higher level of algorithmic skill, and the handling of
vectors and errors, which explain their semi-separation from Sprego1.
In our experience, the functions listed in Sprego3 have proved to be the most common addition to
Sprego12. Sprego3 functions are an extension of some of the Sprego12 functions (MIN()—SMALL(),
MAX()—LARGE()), handling vectors, matrixes, and the indexes of their items (ROW(), COLUMN(),
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OFFSET(), TRANSPOSE()), logical functions from hard-core programming ( AND(), OR(), NOT()), solving
maths problems (RAND(), INT(), ROUND()), and a text based function, SUBSTITUTE(), to handle the

language differences and spelling errors and mismatches.

3.2. Composite functions
The Sprego functions serve as one of the essential elements of the approach. To solve “serious” real
world problems, these functions have to be built into composite functions, which is the second tool of
Sprego [5]. To demonstrate this building process we heavily rely on the Matrjoska-doll concept, and
illustrate the method used to create embedded formulas and composite functions with these dolls. For
the time being, with the help of our pre-service teachers of informatics, we have created a set of
Sprego-dolls and demo programs to encourage better understanding of the Sprego concept [25].

3.3. Array formulas
The third Sprego tool is the array-approach [24, 26]. It has been proved that one of the main sources of
spreadsheet errors originates in the copying of formulas [27, 28]. With array formulas copying can be
avoided, so spreadsheets would become less erroneous.
In imperative languages, the handling of variables, and especially arrays, are demanding tasks. In
spreadsheet environments, with the aid of the graphical interface, the definition of the array is a simple
selection and the evaluation of the formula defined on an array is similar to loops for or foreach.
There are two different array formulas in spreadsheets: single-result array formulas (SR-AF) and
array-result array formulas (AR-AF). Both types of array formulas should be evaluated with the Ctrl +
Shift + Enter key combination [26, 24], [5]–[11].
With a single-result array formula, the formula is created in a cell where at least one of the arguments
overwrites the default one-value argument and should be evaluated as an array formula.
With an array-result array formula, the method is expanded with the definition of the array. The steps
taken are the following: (1) Create the array formula in the first cell of the array (evaluating with Ctrl
+ Shift + Enter), where the output of the first item is displayed (all items are calculated, but only the
first item is displayed, since the array is not yet defined). (2) Define the array, which is a selection
starting from the cell of the formula to the last cell involved (at present, the white selection cross in
Excel, not the black autofill). (3) Go back to the source code (use the F2 function key, or click on the
editing bar, or double click on the cell of the formula) and then re-evaluate the formula with Ctrl +
Shift + Enter. All the items of the array are displayed.

3.4. Further advantages of Sprego
Without giving further details, which are available in previous publications [5]–[11], we will only
illustrate the essence of these advantages.
Sprego relies heavily on the building of concepts and algorithms of the original problems, the
debugging and discussing of the results, and the generalization of the problems. This approach is
similar to hard-core [29] and educational programming [23], [30] and to Pólya’s approach to problem
solving [31], and is in accordance with the level of mastery in computer science curricula [32].
According to this problem solving approach, we do real programming in a soft-wave environment:
initialized as “real-programming” with “soft-coding” (RP-SC).
Only authentic sources, tables are used, to convince students that spreadsheets are useful tools, and not
“only” EPS, and to make the transfer between the school and the real world smoother.
Using general purpose, basic functions is software independent, due to the simplicity of the Sprego
functions. Consequently, the method can be used in any MS Excel version and also in Open and
LibreOffice Calc.
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Functional languages rely heavily on the concept of function, mainly adapted from maths studies. On
the other hand, the Sprego approach, with its numerous tasks and examples to work with, strengthens
the development of this concept, and also the concept of composite and n-ary functions, and of the ndimensional vector. These subjects are considered high-level mathematics, and until now have barely
been mentioned in primary and secondary education. This is an opportunity which was never available
before the appearance of these programming tools.

3.5. Curricula compatibility
The nature of Sprego brings one further advantage. It focuses on developing the students’
computational thinking, which should be one of the basic skills of the digital era [22] and which would
revolutionize the teaching of maths [33, 34] and ICT. Consequently, Sprego suits general ICT
curricula where both application and programming studies are taught. With this approach both
requirements can be fulfilled with the least effort using only one language: a simple language, a
familiar, user-friendly interface, and one language to cover two subfields of the ICT curricula [35].
What is more, Sprego offers connections to, and field practice for, mathematics, and through its
authentic contents, a strong connection with the various school subjects and real world problems.
However, we must emphasize at this point that teachers are first of all required to make these
revolutionary changes in education. It has been proved in natural sciences that teachers who
themselves believe in the “incremental” nature of science and have high teaching self-efficacy are the
ones who can lead their students to efficient real world problem solving [36]. With this approach we
aim to clear up the misconception that programming and computer problem solving starts with turning
on the computer. We argue that real coding should be preceded by design [37], and that this approach
is not the privilege of hard-code programming [14].

4. Introductory Sprego examples
The following problems are intended to show how an authentic table serves as a data source, how real
world problems can be composed, and their solutions designed and coded. The coding examples
provide details of how composite functions and array formulas can be constructed based on the table
and the problems at issue. The focus is on the design and on the concept of the problems, with Sprego
providing the simplified language for coding.
The movies table (Figures 1 and 2) is downloaded from the IMDB website [38], which is a popular
page, frequently visited by school children. Considering the content of this table, students are quite
familiar with it and would be greatly interested in data retrieval.
As mentioned in the previous sections, the Sprego approach follows Pólya’s concept based problem
solving method [31]. In the following examples, we start with the data analyses to see what the table
offers. In the next step the problem is presented in a natural language sentence. This problem has to be
analyzed, translated into algorithm and then into code. The final step is the assessment, which is one of
the most crucial steps in the process. Assessment includes “…considering the concept from a multiple
viewpoints and/or justify the selection of a particular approach to solve a problem. It implies more
than using a concept; it involves the ability to select an appropriate approach from understood
alternatives.” [32].

4.1. Movies table
The original table has four columns: Rank, Rating, Title, and Votes, from columns A to D (Figure 1),
respectively. However, the Title field holds not only the titles of the movies but also the years in which
they came out, two pieces of data which should be separated. The separated years and titles are
presented in the modified table in columns E and F (Figure 2).
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Figure 1. The original IMDB table of the 250 most popular movies

Figure 2. The converted IMDB table

4.2. Problem 1 – AR-AF
Separate the years from the title-year strings and display them in column E.
Specialties of Problem 1
– The years are on the right side of the original string.
– They are in a pair of parentheses.
– They are numbers.
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– They are four digits long.
Algorithm of Problem 1
– Cutting out five characters from the right side of the original string. The output is a fivecharacter-long string. F1.
– Cutting out four characters from the left side of the new string. The output is a four-characterlong string. F2.
– Converting the four-character-long string into a four-digit-long number. The output is the years.
F3.
Coding of Problem 1
The output of the problem is an array whose items are displayed in column E, in the array of E2:E251
(Figure 3 and Table 2).
In the coding process an array formula (AF) is created from the beginning and expanded step by step,
according to the algorithm. F1.
In the first step of the coding the AF is created in E2 (Figure 3A) and evaluated with the CTRL + SHIFT
+ ENTER key combination. One of the arguments of the RIGHT() function is the array of the original
title-year text, an argument which turns the formula into array formula. The output is the first item of
the vector (Figure 3A). Following this, the whole vector should be defined (Figure 3B), the source
code activated (Figure 3C), and the formula re-evaluated with CTRL + SHIFT + ENTER (Figure 3D).
The output is a vector of five-character-long text: years followed by a closing parenthesis.
F1. {=RIGHT(C2:C251,5)}

A

B

C

D

Figure 3. Thre process of creating array formulas (AR-AF)

The second step of the algorithm is when the four characters of the number are cut and displayed,
leaving the parenthesis behind. The output is a vector of four-character long strings, which look like
numbers, but are not. F2.
F2. {=LEFT(RIGHT(C2:C251,5),4)}
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In the third step the fake numbers should be converted into numbers. The position of character-digits
clearly demonstrates the data type: strings are arranged on the left side of the cells, while numbers on
the right side. The conversion is carried out by a multiplication. The fake numbers are multiplied by 1.
F3.
F3. {=LEFT(RIGHT(C2:C251,5),4)*1}
Table 2. Separating the years

F1
The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
The Godfather (1972)
The Godfather: Part II (1974)
Pulp Fiction (1994)
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966)
12 Angry Men (1957)
Schindler's List (1993)
The Dark Knight (2008)
The Searchers (1956)
Ed Wood (1994)
King Kong (1933)
Papillon (1973)
Castle in the Sky (1986)

1994)
1972)
1974)
1994)
1966)
1957)
1993)
2008)
1956)
1994)
1933)
1973)
1986)

F2

F3

1994
1972
1974
1994
1966
1957
1993
2008
1956
1994
1933
1973
1986

1994
1972
1974
1994
1966
1957
1993
2008
1956
1994
1933
1973
1986

4.3. Problem 2 – AR-AF
Separate the titles from the title-year strings and display them in column F.
Specialties of Problem 2a
– The titles are on the left side of the original string.
– The lengths of the titles vary.
– The length of the title is 7 characters less than the length of the original string.
Algorithm of Problem 2a
– Deciding the length of the original string. The output is a vector of whole numbers. F4.
– Calculating the length of the title. The output is a vector of whole numbers. F5.
– Cutting out the title from the left side of the original string. The output is the vector of titles. F6.
Coding of Problem 2a (Table 3)
F4. {=LEN(C2:C251)}
F5. {=LEN(C2:C251)-7}
F6. {=LEFT(C2:C251,LEN(C2:C251)-7)}
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Table 3. Separating the titles, using the length of the original string

The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
The Godfather (1972)
The Godfather: Part II (1974)
Pulp Fiction (1994)
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966)
12 Angry Men (1957)
Schindler's List (1993)
The Dark Knight (2008)
The Searchers (1956)
Ed Wood (1994)
King Kong (1933)
Papillon (1973)
Castle in the Sky (1986)

F4
31
20
29
19
37
19
23
22
20
14
16
15
24

F5
24
13
22
12
30
12
16
15
13
7
9
8
17

F6
The Shawshank Redemption
The Godfather
The Godfather: Part II
Pulp Fiction
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
12 Angry Men
Schindler's List
The Dark Knight
The Searchers
Ed Wood
King Kong
Papillon
Castle in the Sky

Assessment of Problem 2
There is another solution to find the length of the titles: the length of the title is two characters less
than the position of the opening parenthesis.
Problem 2b – AR-AF
Separate the titles from the title-year strings and display them in column F.
Specialties of Problem 2b
– The titles are on the left side of the original string.
– The lengths of the titles vary.
– The length of the title is 7 characters less than the length of the original string.
Algorithm of Problem 2b
– Deciding the position of the parenthesis. The output is a vector of whole numbers. F7.
– Calculating the length of the title. The output is a vector of whole numbers. F8.
– Cutting out the title from the left side of the original string. The output is the vector of titles. F9.
Coding of Problem 2b (Table 4)
F7. {=SEARCH("(",C2:C251)}
F8. {=SEARCH("(",C2:C251)-2}
F9. {=LEFT(C2:C251,SEARCH("(",C2:C251)-2)}
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Table 4. Separating the titles, using the position of the ( character

The Shawshank Redemption (1994)
The Godfather (1972)
The Godfather: Part II (1974)
Pulp Fiction (1994)
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly (1966)
12 Angry Men (1957)
Schindler's List (1993)
The Dark Knight (2008)
The Searchers (1956)
Ed Wood (1994)
King Kong (1933)
Papillon (1973)
Castle in the Sky (1986)

F7
26
15
24
14
32
14
18
17
15
9
11
10
19

F8
24
13
22
12
30
12
16
15
13
7
9
8
17

F9
The Shawshank Redemption
The Godfather
The Godfather: Part II
Pulp Fiction
The Good, the Bad and the Ugly
12 Angry Men
Schindler's List
The Dark Knight
The Searchers
Ed Wood
King Kong
Papillon
Castle in the Sky

4.4. Problem 3 – SR-AF
Type a year in cell G2. Calculate the number of movies which came out in G2 year.
Specialties of Problem 3
– The G2 years should be recognized.
– The G2 years should be marked in some way. Since we are planning to find out the number of
movies which came out in the G2 year, it is a convenient solution if we mark each match with 1.
Algorithm of Problem 3
– Asking yes/no questions to separate the G2 years from the others. The output is a vector of trues
and falses. F10 or F13.
– Deciding on the output if the movie came out in G2 year. In the case of a yes answer the output
is 1, in any other cases false. The output is a vector of 1s and falses. F11 or F14.
– Adding the item of the vector. The output is a whole number. F12 or F15.
Solutions A and B use the same algorithm. The only difference between them is that Solution A
displays all the items of the vectors and – in a separate cell – the output number, while Solution B uses
only one cell, where the first item of the vectors are displayed and finally, the output number.
Coding of Problem 3 – Solution A
Formulas F10 and F11 go into cell H2 and the vector output into H2:H251, and finally this vector
serves as the argument of the SUM() function.
F10. {=E2:E251=G2}
F11. {=IF(E2:E251=G2,1)}
F12. =SUM(H2:H251)
Coding of Problem 3 – Solution B
In this solution only one cell is used and expanded through all the steps.
F13. {=E2:E251=G2}
F14. {=IF(E2:E251=G2,1)}
F15. {=SUM(IF(E2:E251=G2,1))}
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4.5. Problem 4
Create a dynamic text for Problem 3 which follows the changes in G2: The number of movies which
came out in G2.
Specialties and algorithm of Problem 4
– The text has three sections: string1—variable—string2.
– These sections have to be concatenated. F16 or F17
Coding of Problem 4
F16. ="The number of movies which came out in "&G2&"."
Assessment of Problem 4
The output text is more user-friendly if the output number is included in the text. For example: The
number of movies which came out in 1994 is 6. In this case the structure of the formula is the
following: string1—variable—string2—formula—string3.
F17. ="The number of movies which came out in "&G2&" is "&SUM(IF(E2:E251=G2,1))&"."

4.6. Problem 5
Type a year in cell G2. Calculate the total sum of votes for movies which came out in G2 year.
The specialties and the algorithm of Problems 3 and 5 are the same. The only difference is that while
Problem 3 calculates the number of movies from G2 by adding the collected 1s, in Problem 5 we have
to collect the votes, which are stored in vector d2:d251, and add them.
F18. {=E2:E251=G2}
F19. {=IF(E2:E251=G2,D2:D251)}
F20. {=SUM(IF(E2:E251=G2,D2:D251))}

4.7. Problem 6
Type a year in cell G2. Calculate the average votes for movies which came out in G2 year.
The specialties and the algorithm of Problems 3, 5, and 6 are the same. The only difference from
Problem 5 is that the average of the selected votes has to be calculated, which is coded with an outside
AVERAGE() function.
F21. {=E2:E251=G2}
F22. {=IF(E2:E251=G2,D2:D251)}
F23. {=AVERAGE(IF(E2:E251=G2,D2:D251))}
Assessment of Problems 3, 5, and 6
With the same specialties and algorithm, several similar conditional problems can be solved without
introducing any problem-specific function. The steps are the following: (1) setting the condition –
asking a yes/no question –, (2) deciding on the output values according to the answers, and (3) setting
the operation – function or operator – which accepts the selected values from the previous step as
argument or operand, respectively.
With the concept of creating composite functions, instead of applying the ever increasing number of
built-in, problem specific functions, we have the opportunity to formulate various types of composite
conditions with calculated values as operands. We must note here that the database functions of
spreadsheets would also serve our purposes; however, spreadsheet-users are not necessarily educated
in database management, especially not young school children. Consequently, the database functions
cannot be introduced for young children and beginners.
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5. Conclusions
We have demonstrated the essence of Sprego, which is a concept and algorithmic approach in
spreadsheet environments and introductory programming, where problems solved using authentic
tables.
We must emphasize here that programming in Sprego does not require any additional tool, simply a
spreadsheet environment, which is usually installed on computers, nor does it need VBA. It is
programming in a functional language. Most end-users are familiar with the concept of function, and
beyond this knowledge, we rely heavily on the simplicity of the language, which best suits the
interests of end-users and beginners. With this approach the focus is not on the coding details but on
the concept and algorithm of the problems. Considering these advantages of Sprego, programming
with this approach is much less demanding than with imperative languages.
Beyond the theoretical background, the paper provides details of an authentic table – a popular
webpage converted to a spreadsheet worksheet – and tasks based on this table which have proved
effective in beginner classes.
The problem solving process follows Pólya’s approach, which has proved to be effective and efficient
both in maths and “hard-core” programming. The steps of this problem solving process are detailed in
all the presented tasks and, with the first problem, the coding details, too. It was found earlier that
students are better at understanding text based functions than mathematic relations, so the first couple
of problems deal with strings, while the second half of the tasks with numbers.
The theoretical background, supported with the examples, clearly show that Sprego requires a change
in the thinking mode. Sprego aims to develop schemata, which leads users from attention thinking
mode to automated thinking mode [39]–[41]. This change in thinking mode has revealed itself to be
less error prone than the widely accepted, classical, user-friendly, but low mathability computer
problem solving approaches.
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